
T/CCI Manufacturing Creates Unique Value with
New Airbrake Compressor
Airbrake along with industry leading A/C
compressor product lines to be on
display at MACS 2017 February 15-18

ANAHEIM, CA, USA, February 16, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- T/CCI
Manufacturing, a world leader in
compressor technology including
reciprocating, swash plate, wobble plate,
and variable compressor designs, will
display their latest solutions at the 2017
MACS Training Event and Trade Show,
February 15-18 in Anaheim, California.
Their  durable, high performance
compressors provide leading solutions
for everything from small all-terrain
vehicles to 60 passenger buses.  

“Our value proposition in the market is stronger than ever with the products we’ve released over the
last year,” T/CCI President Richard Demirjian said. “Our customers need durable, efficient and cost
competitive products to keep their global operations running and profitable.  Our lastest line of
compressors helps them do that.”
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Demirjian

T/CCI recently introduced an airbrake compressor to the
aftermarket that is designed for superior efficiency, lasts
longer and costs 10-25 percent less than remanufactured
alternatives.

T/CCI has pulled from 50 years of expertise in compressor
technology and design to develop this latest line of durable,
high performance compressors that outperforms the
competition in nearly every category at a more affordable

price point.

The line includes 10 models with hundreds of applications including Caterpillar and Detroit Diesel
engines among others.  PACCAR was the first company to take it into the aftermarket service line at
the end of 2016. 

“We’ve done this before in the a/c compressor business and offered a product that people want and
service departments need.  We think the air brake is going to trend the same way as our air
conditioning compressor business – which has seen 20 percent compounded annual growth for the
past several years,” T/CCI Director of Sales Lindsey Parrish said.  

http://www.einpresswire.com


T/CCI will also highlight highly popular compressor products including the QP40 and QP08 through
31, ideal for bus, military and refrigeration transportation vehicles; the T/CCI variable Compressor
QPV125, ideal for automotive and small construction applications; and the 7H15 is one of the most
flexible designs in the A/C compressor industry. 

About T/CCI Manufacturing
T/CCI is a world leader in compressor technology including reciprocating, swash plate, wobble plate,
variable compressor and air brake compressor designs. We are an Original Equipment Manufacturer
for trucking, off-highway, agriculture/construction, specialty vehicle and transport refrigeration
markets. T/CCI is dedicated to a leadership role in the industry- investing resources through our
engineering, testing and R & D labs including next generation refrigerants that reduce emissions. Our
global footprint spans manufacturing locations in China, Argentina and the United States with
warehousing, sales and engineering in Illinois, Texas, China, Argentina, Ireland, Germany and Spain.
We are committed to providing customers with superior products at significantly better prices. We
achieve this through our application expertise, global logistics, design thinking and product innovation.
T/CCI is recognized and awarded Bronze SQEP certifications by Caterpillar at both Ningbo, China
and Decatur, IL manufacturing facilities.
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